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Abstract
A class of unimodal cycles is described, for which every cycle in the class is forced by every
unimodal cycle not in the class. Each cycle in the class is assigned a unique symbolic representation
as a finite string of H ’s and L’s. A natural process of stacking domino-like blocks is given that
constructs all cycles in this class. An algorithm is given to determine when a finite string of H’s and
L’s is the symbolic representation for a cycle in the class.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
In 1964, Sarkovskii defined a linear order on the set of natural numbers:
3 ≺ 5≺ 7 ≺ · · · ≺ 2 · 3 ≺ 2 · 5 ≺ · · · ≺ 22 · 3≺ 22 · 5 ≺ · · · ≺ 23 ≺ 22 ≺ 2 ≺ 1
and proved:
Theorem 1 (Sarkovskii [9]). Let f :R→ R be a continuous map. The set of (least)
periods of f is a tail of the above order. Conversely, for every tail of the above order, there
is a continuous map f :R→R having exactly those periods.
In 1987, Baldwin [2] considered not only the least period of a periodic point, but also
the orbit type. He defined the forcing relation on finite cyclic permutations (cycles), proved
that the forcing relation is a partial order, and provided an algorithm to decide when one
cycle forces another.
A cycle is unimodal if the canonical linear map it determines has exactly one turning
point. It is shown in [5] that the forcing relation induces a total order on the set of unimodal
cycles. See [1] for a thorough discussion of the forcing relation.
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In this paper, we identify and describe a class of unimodal cycles where each cycle in
the class is forced by every unimodal cycle not in the class. In Section 3 we show how
each cycle in the class has a unique symbolic representation as a finite string of H’s and
L’s. A process of stacking domino-like blocks into towers is described in Section 4 and
shown to be a natural way of constructing cycles in this class. In Section 5 we establish the
relation between the symbolic representation of Section 3 and the construction process of
Section 4. In Section 6 we give an algorithm for determining when a finite string of H’s
and L’s is the symbolic representation of a cycle in the class.
2. Definitions
Let f : I → I be a continuous map of a compact interval to itself. We define f 0(x)= x
and for n ∈N, n 1, f n(x)= f (f n−1(x)). If there exists k ∈N such that f k(x)= x , then
we say x is periodic for f and x has least period s where s is smallest element of N such
that f s(x)= x . A point of period 1 is called a fixed point. For x ∈ I , the orbit of x is the
set {f n(x) | n 0}. If x is periodic with least period s, then the orbit of x is the finite set
X= {x,f (x), f 2(x), . . . , f s−1(x)}.
A cycle of order m is a bijection η : {1,2, . . . ,m} → {1,2, . . . ,m} such that ηk(1) 
= 1
for 1  k < m. We will denote a cycle η by η = (k1, k2, . . . , km) where η(ki) = ki+i and
η(km)= k1. We will assume, without loss of generality, that k1 = 1. Write the elements of
a periodic orbit X in increasing order: x1 < x2 < · · ·< xs . We say X has orbit type η if η
is a cycle of order s and for each i ∈ {1,2, . . . , s}, f (xi)= xη(i). In fact, we will say each
xi ∈X has orbit type η.
The forcing relation on cycles is defined as follows: θ forces η if and only if every
continuous map of the interval that has a periodic orbit of type θ has a periodic orbit of
type η. Baldwin [2] proved that this relation induces a partial order on the set of cycles.
Let θ be a cycle of order n. The canonical θ -linear map Lθ is defined by Lθ : [1, n]→
[1, n] where Lθ = θ on {1,2, . . . , n} and Lθ is linear on [i, i + 1] for 1  i  n− 1. It is
known that θ forces η if and only if Lθ has a periodic orbit of orbit type η [1]. A cycle θ is
called unimodal if Lθ has exactly one turning point. Throughout this paper, every unimodal
cycle is assumed to have one turning point and it is a maximum. The forcing relation
defined by Baldwin induces a total order on the set of unimodal cycles [5].
3. Preliminaries
Let θ be a cycle of order n 2.
Definition 2. The RL-pattern for θ is the element S = S1S2 · · ·Sn ∈ {R,L}n satisfying
Si =
{
R if θ i(1) > θi−1(1),
L if θ i(1) < θi−1(1).
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For example, the RL-pattern for θ = (1 2 3) is RRL. Both θ = (1 5 4 6 3 7 2 8) and
θ = (1 5 4 7 2 6 3 8) have the RL-pattern RLRLRLRL. Every RL-pattern begins with R
and ends with L. If X is a periodic orbit of orbit type θ , then the RL-pattern for X is the
RL-pattern for θ .
Lemma 3. If θ is a unimodal cycle, then Lθ (n)= 1 and Lθ has exactly one fixed point.
Proof. First, Lθ(1) > 1 and Lθ(n) = 1 since if Lθ(n) > 1, there exists i ∈ (1, n) such
that Lθ(i)= 1, but then Lθ has a minimum at i . Since Lθ consists of finitely many linear
segments, there are at most a finite number of fixed points. Let p be the smallest fixed point.
The slope, in absolute value, of Lθ is always greater than or equal to 1, so L′θ (p) < 0. If
there is another fixed point q > p, then Lθ would have a minimum between p and q . ✷
Lemma 4. If θ is unimodal, then theRL-pattern for θ cannot contain two consecutiveL’s.
Proof. Suppose the RL-pattern for θ contains two consecutive L’s. Then there exists
i ∈ {3, . . . , n} such that i > θ(i) > θ2(i). The unique fixed point p for Lθ is less than
θ(i) and, as in Lemma 3, L′θ (p) < 0. But then Lθ has a minimum in (p, θ(i)]. ✷
Let C denote the class of unimodal cycles whose RL-pattern does not contain two
consecutive R’s. So each θ ∈ C has an RL-pattern of the form RLRL · · ·RL.
Lemma 5. Let θ ∈ C be of order n. Then
(1) n is even and n 4.
(2) θ(n− i)= (i + 1) for 0 i  12n− 1.
(3) θ(1)= 12n+ 1.
Proof. (1) n is even since the length of the RL-pattern for θ is even. Also, θ = (1,2) is
not unimodal.
(2) Since θ is unimodal, Lθ(n) = 1 and Lθ has exactly one fixed point p, as shown in
Lemma 3. Now the RL-pattern for θ is of the form RLRL · · ·RL, so it follows that
{
1,2, . . . , 12n
}⊆ [1,p)
and
{ 1
2n+ 1, 12n+ 2, . . . , n
}⊆ (p,n]
since for all x ∈ [1,p),Lθ (x) > x , and for all x ∈ (p,n],Lθ (x) < x .
Furthermore,
Lθ
({
1,2, . . . , 12n
})= { 12n+ 1, 12n+ 2, . . . , n}
and
Lθ
({ 1
2n+ 1, 12n+ 2, . . . , n
})= {1,2, . . . , 12n}
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since each i  12n must satisfy
Lθ(i) > i and L2θ (i) < Lθ (i),
and each i  12n+ 1 must satisfy
Lθ(i) < i and L2θ (i) > Lθ (i).
Given this we can argue inductively as follows. For each i = 1,2, . . . , 12n−1, if θ(n− i) 
=
i + 1, then θ is not unimodal.
(3) Using (2), the fact that θ is unimodal and the fact that
Lθ
({
1,2, . . . , 12n
})= { 12n+ 1, 12n+ 2, . . . , n},
it follows that one of {1, 12n} must map to 12n+ 1. But from the proof of (2), θ( 12n+ 1)=
1
2n. Hence θ(1)= 12n+ l. ✷
Definition 6. Let θ ∈ C be of order n. For 1 j  n, Pj = {i | θ(i) j }.
Lemma 7. Let θ ∈ C be of order n. Then:
(1) The order of Pj is n− (j − 1).
(2) For 1 j  n, either the largest element in Pj or the smallest element in Pj maps
to j under Lθ .
Proof. (1) is obvious.
(2) is proved inductively. We know that P1 = {1,2, . . .} and Lθ (n)= 1, so (2) is true for
j = 1. For j > 1, Pj is a finite sequence of consecutive integers since each Pj is derived
from Pj−1 by removing the maximum or minimum of Pj−1 from Pj−1. Assume (2) is
true for j . Consider Pj+i = {i | θ(i)  j + 1}. Let a = minPj+1 and b = maxPj+1. If
neither a nor b maps to j + 1 under Lθ , then Lθ (a) > j + 1 and Lθ(b) > j + 1. But there
exists an integer c ∈ (a, b) such that Lθ (c)= j + 1, and this contradicts the fact that θ is
unimodal. ✷
Theorem 8. Let η ∈ C and let θ be unimodal and not in C. Then θ forces η.
Proof. Suppose η has order n  4, and let k = 12n. From Lemma 5, η(1) = k + 1 and
η(n − i) = i + 1 for i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1. Also Ln has exactly one fixed point p, and p
must be in (k, k + 1). If x ∈ [1,p), then Lη(x) > x and Lη(x) ∈ (p,n]. If x ∈ (p,n], then
Lη(x) < x and Lη(x) ∈ [1,p). Now any periodic orbit for Lη (with period bigger than 1)
will have RL-pattern of the form RLRL · · ·RL. So η cannot force any unimodal cycle not
in C. Since forcing is a total order on the set of unimodal cycles, θ forces η. ✷
Remark 1. Previous results on forcing have focussed on comparing two orbits and
determining if one forces the other [6,4,3,7]. Theorem 8 describes two classes of unimodal
cycles for which every cycle in one class is forced by every cycle in the other class [8].
Remark 2. There are exactly two cycles in C with order n < 8. These are (1 3 2 4) and
(1 4 3 5 2 6). These cycles of small order cause notational difficulties with the later results,
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(since the function G defined below requires a cycle of order  8), so we exclude them
from our class of cycles for the rest of this paper.
Let C¯ = {θ ∈ C | the order of θ is  8}.
The next theorem will show how each cycle in the class C¯ has a unique symbolic
representation as a finite string of H ’s and L’s.
Let Π = ⋃∞k=1{H,L}k , the set of finite strings of H and L. Define G : C¯ → Π as
follows. For θ ∈ C¯ of order n, let k = 12n,m= k − 3 and set G(θ)=X1X2 · · ·Xm where
Xj =
{
H if max{Pk+j+1} maps to k + j + 1 under Lθ ,
L if min{Pk+j+1} maps to k + j + 1 under Lθ .
Theorem 9. G : C¯→Π is one-to-one.
Proof. Lemma 7 shows that the definition of the function makes sense. Suppose θ 
= η ∈ C¯
are of order n. By Lemma 5, θ−1(i)= η−1(i) for 1 i  k+1. Let i¯ be the smallest integer
greater than or equal to k+ 2 such that θ−1(i) 
= η−1(i). (Since θ and η are cycles, i¯ must
satisfy k + 2 i¯  n− 2.) Now G(θ) and G(η) will differ in position i¯ − (k + 1). ✷
The rest of this paper is devoted to determining when a finite string of H ’s and L’s is
the symbolic representation for a cycle in the class C¯. In order to present this in a natural
way, we describe how each element Y ∈Π can be viewed as instructions for building with
a set of domino-like blocks.
4. Constructing with blocks
In this section we show how each element of Π can be viewed as a set of instructions
for stacking domino-like blocks into towers. Let Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym ∈Π . Let k =m+ 3 and
n= 2k. Imagine a set of k domino-like blocks of this form:[
1
n
] [
2
n− 1
] [
3
n− 2
]
· · ·
[
k
k + 1
]
.
Unlike dominos, these blocks are oriented so that the larger number is on the bottom. For
convenience in the text, we denote a block by [b|a], where b > a.
For each i , Ci will denote the configuration of blocks into towers after step i , Ei will
denote the set of blocks which do not appear in Ci , and Li will denote the number of towers
in Ci . Define C0 to be the configuration[
k
k + 1
]
[
1
n
] [
2
n− 1
]
so that E0 = {[k + 2 | k − 1], [k + 3 | k − 2], . . . , [n − 2 | 3]} and L0 = 2. In the initial
configuration C0, block [k + 1 | k] has been placed on top of block [n | 1]. Once a block
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is placed on top of another block, they are connected and cannot be separated. The initial
configuration consists of two towers: one has a height of 2 blocks, base-value n and top-
value k; the other has a height of 1 block, base-value n− 1 and top-value 2.
4.1. First phase of the construction
The construction process is carried out inductively. For i  1, either Ei−1 = ∅, |Ei−1| =
1 or |Ei−1| 2.
(1) If Ei−1 = ∅, then move on to the second phase of the construction, with i¯ = i − 1.
(2) If |Ei−1| = 1, we consider the possibilities for Yi :
(a) If Yi = H , then Ci consists of the towers in Ci−1 with the block [b | a] in
Ei−1 placed on top of the tower in Ci−1 with the largest top-value. Ei = ∅ and
Li = Li−1.
(b) If Yi = L, then Ci consists of the towers in Ci−1 with the block [b | a] in Ei−1
placed on top of the tower in Ci−1 with the smallest top-value. Ei = ∅ and
Li = Li−1.
(3) If |Ei−1| 2, we consider the possibilities for Yi :
(a) If Yi =H , then Ci consists of the towers in Ci−1 with the block [b¯ | a¯] from
Ei−1 with the largest value for a¯ placed on top of the tower in Ci−1 with the
largest top-value. Ei =Ei−1\{[b¯ | a¯]} and Li = Li−1.
(b) If Yi = L, then Ci consists of the towers in Ci−1 with the block [b¯ | a¯] from
Ei−1 with the largest value for a¯ placed on top of the tower in Ci−1 with the
smallest top-value, and a new tower is created using block [b˜ | a˜] from Ei−1
with the biggest value for b˜. Ei = Ei−1\{[b¯ | a¯], [b˜ | a˜]} and Li = Li−1 + 1.
(Note that the blocks removed from Ei−1 will be two distinct blocks.)
The number of instructions given by Y is m, and the number of blocks in E before
carrying out the first instruction is also m. Carrying out an instruction places either one or
two blocks, so we cannot run out of blocks before we run out of instructions (although it
is quite possible to place all k blocks before considering every entry in Y ). Clearly, every
entry through Yi¯ describes an instruction that can be carried out.
4.2. Second phase of the construction
In configuration Ci¯ we have all k blocks stacked into Li¯ towers. Again, the process is
inductive. For i  i¯ , either Li = 2 or Li  3.
(1) If Li = 2, then we say Y ∈Π can be successfully carried out, and the construction
is complete.
(2) If Li  3, we consider the possibilities for Yi+1:
(a) If Yi+1 =H , then Ci+1 consists of the towers in Ci where the tower in Ci with
smallest base-value is placed on top of the tower in Ci with largest top-value,
if possible. A tower cannot be placed on itself.
If this is possible, Li+1 = Li − 1.
If this is not possible, we say Y cannot be successfully carried out.
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(b) If Yi+1 = L, then Ci+1 consists of the towers in Ci , where the tower in Ci with
smallest base-value is placed on the tower in Ci with the smallest top-value, if
possible. A tower cannot be placed on itself.
If this is possible, Li+1 = Li − 1. If this is not possible, we say Y cannot be
successfully carried out.
If Y ∈Π can be successfully carried out, then the final pair of towers determine a unique
cycle θY = (k1k2 · · ·kn) where θY (ki)= the number directly above ki in the tower, and for
ki equal to the top-value in one tower, θY (ki)= the base-value of the other tower.
Not every Y ∈ Π describes a construction that can successfully be carried out. For
example, HLH can successfully be carried out to yield θY = (1 7 6 8 5 10 3 11 2 9 4 12),
while LLL cannot successfully be carried out.
5. Results
Theorem 10. Let Y ∈Π . If Y can be successfully carried out, then θY ∈ C¯ and G(θY )=
Y .
Proof. Let Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym. Let k =m+ 3 and n= 2k. Clearly n 8, since m 1. The
set of blocks we begin with guarantees that θY (n − i) = i + 1 for i = 0,1,2, . . . , k − 1.
The initial configuration C0 guarantees θY (1) = k + 1. Furthermore, for each j  1 (in
either phase of the construction), it is insured that k+ j + 1 is the image under θY of either
min{i | θY (i) k + j + 1} or max{i | θY (i) k + j + 1}. This proves that θY is unimodal
and in C¯ .
Now θY ∈ C¯ is of order n, so G(θY ) ∈ Π has length 12n − 3 = m, and we can write
G(θY )=X1X2 · · ·Xm.
[X1 =H ] ⇐⇒ max{Pk+2} maps to k + 2 under LθY
⇐⇒ LθY (k)= k + 2
⇐⇒ θY (k)= k + 2
⇐⇒ block [k + 2 | k − 1] is placed on top of tower [n | 1][k+ 1 | k]
⇐⇒ Y1 =H
Assume Yi =Xi for i  j . Let l = |{i  j |Xi = Yi =H }|.
[Xj+1 =H ] ⇐⇒ max{Pk+j+2} maps to k + j + 2 under LθY
⇐⇒ LθY (k − l)= k + j + 2
⇐⇒ θY (k − l)= k + j + 2
and
[Yj+1 =H ] ⇐⇒ at step j + 1, the block/tower with base value k + j + 2 is
placed on top of the existing tower with the biggest top-value
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⇐⇒ the block with base value k + j + 2 is placed on top of the block
with top-value k − l
⇐⇒ θY (k − l)= k + j + 2.
Therefore, Xj+1 = Yj+1. ✷
Theorem 11. Let Y ∈Π . If Y =G(θ) for some θ ∈ C¯, then Y can be successfully carried
out and θY = θ .
Proof. Write Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym. Let k =m+3 and n= 2k. Since Y =G(θ), we have θ ∈ C¯
of order n and G(θ)= Y1Y2 · · ·Ym. Define
α : {1,2, . . . ,m}→ Z by α(i)= ∣∣{j  i | Yj =H }∣∣,
β : {1,2, . . . ,m}→ Z by β(i)= ∣∣{j  i | Yj = L}∣∣.
As before, let Pj = {i | θ(i) j } .
Suppose Y cannot be carried out, and let j¯ be the smallest integer such that the
instruction given by Yj¯ cannot be carried out. If Yj¯ = H , then max (Pk+j¯+1) maps to
k + j¯ + 1 under Lθ . Now max (Pk+j¯+1)= k − α(j¯ − 1), so
θ
(
k − α(j¯ − 1))= k + j¯ + 1.
But to say that Yj¯ =H cannot be carried out means that the tower with base-value k+ j¯+1
has the biggest top-value of all the existing towers in Cj¯−1. The biggest top-value of all
the existing towers in Cj¯−1 is k − α(j¯ − 1). The tower T with base-value k + j¯ + 1 has
height 1 h k − 4 since there are at least two other towers, each containing at least two
blocks. For each i appearing in T (with the exception of the top-value), θ(i) is the number
appearing directly above i in T , and θ(k − α(j¯ − 1))= k + j¯ + 1. This describes a cycle
of order less than or equal to n− 8. But θ is a cycle of order n. A similar argument works
if Yj¯ = L. This shows that every Y ∈G(C¯) can be successfully carried out.
Next we show that θ = θY . If i = 1 or k + 1  i  n, then θ(i) = θY (i) by Lemma 5
and the blocks defined in Section 4. Assume i  k, say i = k − l for 0  l  k − 2. Then
θ(i) > k + 1, say θ(i)= k + p for p  2. Either
max
{
a | Lθ(a) k +p
}
maps to k +p underLθ
or
min
{
a | Lθ(a) k + p
}
maps to k + p under Lθ .
We have θ(k − l)= k +p, so either:
(1) k − l =max{a | Lθ (a) k + p} or
(2) k − l =min{a | Lθ(a) k +p}.
Suppose k− l =max{a | Lθ(a) k+p}. Then Yp−1 =H since Yp−1 indicates what maps
to k + p, and α(p − 2)= l in order to guarantee that k − l =max{a | Lθ (a) k + p}.
Now Yp−1 =H instructs one to place the block with base-value k + p onto the highest
existing top-value. The highest existing top-value is k − l since α(j − 2)= l. This shows
θY (k − l)= k + p as needed.
An analogous argument works if k − l =min{a | Lθ (a) k + p}. ✷
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6. An algorithm
Given an element Y ∈Π , we would like to know whether or not Y can be successfully
carried out. One way to determine this is to build with the appropriate set of blocks until
you find out. In this section we present another algorithm to determine if Y ∈ Π can be
successfully carried out. In this algorithm we simply extract the relevant data from the
building process and formalize the procedure.
Let Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym ∈Π . Let k =m+ 3 and n= 2k. Define α and β as in the proof of
Theorem 11 and define
γ : {1,2, . . . ,m}→ Z by γ (i)= 3+ α(i)+ 2β(i).
Let i¯ be the smallest element of {1,2, . . . ,m} such that γ (i¯)  k. It follows from the
definition of γ that γ (i¯)= k or γ (i¯)= k + 1.
Note that for i  i¯ − 1, γ (i) keeps track of how many blocks are in the configuration
Ci¯−1, and Yi¯ is the instruction which is used to place the last block into a configuration.
It is easily seen that if γ (i¯) = k + 1, then Yi¯ = L. It is also clear that any Y ∈Π can be
successfully carried out through the instruction given by Yi¯ .
Theorem 12. If Y can be successfully carried out, then Yi¯+1 =H .
Proof. Consider the three cases:
(1) γ (i¯)= k and Yi¯ =H ;
(2) γ (i¯)= k and Yi¯ = L;
(3) γ (i¯)= k + 1 and Yi¯ = L.
Yi¯+1 dictates how to place the tower in Ci¯ with the lowest base value. In every case, the
tower with the lowest base-value also has the lowest top-value. Hence, Yi¯+1 =H . ✷
We now give the algorithm. Let Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym ∈ Π and let i¯ be the smallest integer
such that γ (i¯) k. If Yi¯+1 =H , then Y can be successfully carried out through Yi¯+1.
Now suppose Y = Y1Y2 · · ·Ym ∈Π can be successfully carried out through Yj , for some
j  i¯ + 1. Let N = 2 + β(j) and M = k − α(j) . It is easy to show that 2N <M < k.
Let P = {N,N + 1, . . . ,M}. Let T = 2+m− j . Note that 2 T  k.
(∗) Determine which of the following holds:
(1) N > T ;
(2) N = T ;
(3) N < T <M;
(4) M = T ;
(5) M < T .
In case (3), Y can be successfully carried out through Yj+1.
In case (2), Y can be successfully carried out through Yj+1 if and only if Yj+1 =H .
In case (4), Y can be successfully carried out through Yj+1 if and only if Yj+1 = L.
In case (1), let s be the smallest integer satisfying β(s)= T − 1. Replace T with k − s
and repeat from (∗) .
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In case (5), say T = k−p. Let s be the smallest integer satisfying α(s)= p+1. Replace
T with k − s and repeat from (∗).
Eventually, T ∈ P and one of cases (2), (3) or (4) apply.
The algorithm computes and keeps track of the relevant information in the construction
process on the domino-like blocks. A proof that the algorithm works would be technical
and not particularly informative. Here is a brief, non-technical explanation of what the
algorithm is doing. Suppose Y can be successfully carried out through j for some j  i¯+1.
Then we have configuration Cj which consists of Lj towers. P = {N,N + 1, . . . ,M} is
the set of top-values of the Lj towers in Cj . T takes on the top-values of the blocks in the
tower in Cj with the smallest base value, starting with the block at the bottom of the tower
and going through the blocks in order until T takes on the top-value of this tower. At this
point one of cases (2), (3) or (4) will apply.
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